Swing Kids

Swing Kids is a film produced in 1993 and directed by Thomas Carter. Set in the World War Two era in the 1930’s, this film explores Swing music becomes the underground movement of young people. Two high school students attempt to be Swing Kids by night and Hitler Youth by day. After Peter and Thomas join the Nazi, theirs friendship deteriorate. This film also depicts swing music, friendship, and Nazi’s atrocity.

During the World War Two, swing music is the most popular dance music for young people in German, but it was prohibited by the Nazi Government. Swing music is very flaming and delightful; it just likes young people in German. Those young kids are tried control by the Nazi Government, and swing can let them relax and forget everything. The Swing dance scenes in the movie were much too spectacular, and I think that will let people forget that they are live in the dark. Plus, swing kids hate Hitler very much, that’s main reason that it was by the Nazi Government.